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A War-song on Yohannas IV against the Egyptians, 
Recited by Log Tafari in Aksum, 1906

Oral tradition is, under many aspects, an important component 
of historiography. It is extremely rich and still to a large degree un
explored. It does not only consist of the orally transmitted memory 
of people who witnessed historical events, but also of carefully com
posed pieces of oral literature which transmit historical records in an 
ordered way from generation to generation; in a way these records 
are oral books. Very often this kind of oral historiography, which is 
of an extremely great importance especially for local historiography, 
is on the way of getting lost today due to modern education. One 
well-known example for oral historiography (and in a way the basis 
for and origin of all oral historiography in the Ethiopian-Eritrean 
region) are genealogies, which are often combined with knowledge 
over local land rights1. Oral historiography, however, also transmits 
pieces of veritable literature and traditional poetry. Historic deeds of 
leaders are often resumed in the form of songs and poems, which 
transmit a specific interpretation of historic events, and are thus of 
greatest importance for the understanding of the subjective perspec
tive people assumed in a specific period. Often these texts are trans
mitted over several generations, as they are sung and re-sung and 

1 Cf. on this Smidt, EAE II, 741-45. The most important collection of origi
nal oral historiography for the Tagranna-speaking area, which includes 
detailed genealogical accounts, is: Kolmodin 1912; Kolmodin 1915; Kol- 
modin 1914. Another important work based on oral tradition (but docu
menting it in Italian language only) is: Perini 1905. During the following 
one hundred years oral traditions of Tagranna-speakers had again and again 
been documented and used, but not any more to such a large scale.
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recited again and again2. They contain a wealth of cultural connota
tions, which might not be transmitted by the classical “dry” accounts 
of historic events. We are in the happy position to be able to discuss a 
historiographical song, which had been documented and recorded in 
the early 20th century already3. It is an early example for such kind of 
oral literature, which most of the time was recorded only much later. 
This also gives us the chance to compare it with a similar, but much 
shorter song documented almost two generations later, which rein
terprets our considerably older song very expressively4.

2 A few songs praising the earliest Solomonid rulers were preserved in writ
ing and have been published in the 19th to early 20th centuries: Littmann 
1914 (see the earlier edition of these praise songs: Guidi 1889; for more 
literature see Littmann 1914:35). Poems and songs on more recent rulers 
were published mainly in recent Amharic historiographical literature, see 
for example the oeuvre of Tâkla Çadaq Makwariya, the modern collection of 
Kamil 1957and the recent paper on traditional songs on Ethiopian rulers by 
Molvaer 2006 (see also the above-mentioned documentation of Tagranna 
oral traditions by Kolmodin).
3 Rainer Voigt was the first one to publish a song from this collection, on 
the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the establishment of permanent 
diplomatic relations between Ethiopia and Germany: Voigt 2004.
4 This very similar, but much shorter song appears in the famous biography 
of ase Yohannas: Takla Sadaq Makwariya 1982 A.M. (1989/90 A.D.):151. 
See also the chapters on ase Yohannas in the history of Ethiopia by the 
same author: Takla Sadaq Makwariya 1947 A.M. (1954 A.D.):50. This song 
cites a few lines of our song, changes much of the wording, but summarizes 
the main idea on the “hero” ase Yohannas in a very expressive way: “Kalay 
: yawarradaw : kasayon : rnaqdas : / babbatu : Mika°el : bannatu : Sallas : I 
caççâdaw : kammarâw : y an : yahazab: gâbs * I waqqaw : dâbadabâw : 
sâttaw : lanâfas ’ / calimu : nâftânna : ase Yohannas::”. Approximate trans
lation: ‘He came from above, from the Holy of Holies of Zion, by his father 
Mika’el, by his mother Śallas. He cut and harvested the army (the enemies) 
like crop, crushing them (= like oxen walking on the crop), beating them 
and throwing them into the wind (like crop), targeting them, [he], the gun
man ase Yohannas.’
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1. Provenance and documentation of the war-song
This war-song referring to events of the 1870s to 1880s has 

been recorded during the Deutsche Aksum-Expedition in Aksum in 
Tagray by the military surgeon Dr Kaschke between 10 January (the 
date of arrival of the Deutsche Aksum-Expedition at Aksum) and 1 
April 19065. It was recited by the local young noble lag Tafari for the 
Germans6. The original song had been recorded on a wax-roll (“pho
nogramme”7), which is audible still today - even if the tone quality is 
quite bad. It is kept in the archives of the Musicology Department, 
Ethnographic Museum Berlin-Dahlem, Germany. The music and 
songs recorded on wax-rolls are today re-recorded with modern 
technology on CD thanks to the efforts of the Musicology Depart
ment. In addition to the audio documentation on wax-roll it was 
documented in written by an unknown hand8. The text is written in

5 Cf. the documentation on this expedition in: Wenig 2006.
6 The willingness of that noble to collaborate might illustrate the fact that 
the local nobility supported the German Aksum expedition. The title lag 
shows that he in all probability belonged to the high nobility, thus possibly 
to the wider family of ase Yohannas IV. From oral tradition we know a 
certain daggazmac Tâfâri (whose earlier title should have been lag due to 
his high descent). He may be identified with this young noble who met the 
Expedition at Aksum in 1906. He was the grandnephew of Yohannas IV, 
and had his possessions mainly in the Emperor’s town Maqâlâ (before the 
1930s he was a sum sal aww a, governor of a small region around Samra 
close to Maqâla), but this does not exclude that he could have been in Ak
sum in 1906. His mother was ambaytay Takolać, daughter of the well- 
known sister of ase Yohannas, ambaytay Dinqanas Marca; the latter was the 
wife of ase Takla Giyorgis, who was not recognized by his brother-in-law 
Kasa, and who had finally won in battle against Takla Giyorgis which 
opened the way to the throne for him; after that she married ras Gabra Ki- 
dan, who became the father of the above-mentioned ambaytay Takolać. 
(Interview on genealogies with fitawrari Iyasu A$boha, 86 years, Mâqalâ, 
June 2004).
7 Cf. Ziegler, EAE IV (forthcoming).
8A11 the songs recorded by the expeditions are documented in the list of 
phonogrammes in Berlin (“Abessinische Phonogramme, aufgenommen von 
Stabsarzt Dr. Kaschke”). In this list the war-song appears as: “16. Schlacht- 
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Amharic, but with some aberrations, which give the impression that 
the text has been documented by someone not fully mastering Am
haric.

2. The original document
The coarse handwriting shows that the writer was not perfectly 

used to writing in the Amharic script. This could let us think of a 
foreign member of the expedition (e.g., the expedition’s leader Litt- 
mann himself can probably be excluded9). However, also the hand
writing of the few words in Latin letters and Arabic numbers (“No. 
16”) gives a similar impression, which suggests that it was not one of 
the German members of the expedition. This makes it probable that it 
was rather one of the translators employed by the Germans. We 
know one name: Wilhelm Schimper junior, a half-cast Ethiopian, 
also known as Hngdasat10, was employed as the interpreter of the 
expedition. Some of the letters translated by him dating from around 
the same period have been published, which show a more secure 
handwriting11; but still I tend to suggest that it was him who jotted 
down these songs, as his biography fits into what we observe from 
the text: a certain Tagranna influence on the text, some mistakes 
rather typical for an “outsider” and at least some knowledge of the 
Latin script.

gesang. ‘Kônig Johannes gegen die Aegypter’ ges. v. Lidsch (Prinz) Teffe- 
ri.” ('War-song ‘King Yohannes against the Egyptians’ sung by lag (prince) 
Tafari’).
9 A comparison with the handwriting of Enno Littmann of a later period 
(kept in the archives of the Hammerschmidt-Bibliothek, Asien-Afrika- 
Institut, Universitât Hamburg), who knew perfectly to write the Ga3az 
script, shows that it is probably not his handwriting.
10 He was born in Tagray, later was one of the captives of ase Tewodros II 
on Mâqdâla and then studied engineering in Germany. On his biography 
and his employment by the Deutsche Aksum-Expedition see: Smidt 
2006:145, 148-53.
11 See: Smidt 2005.
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3. Annotated translation12
The text is transliterated line by line, thus reproducing its 

original composition: a new line in the text corresponds to a new line 
in the transliterated text. When a new idea starts within the same line, 
it is separated from the preceding part of the text by a vertical slash 
(I).

Hasay{3 : Yohannas : abbatu : Mika3 el : annatu : Sallas : /14 
Ase Yohannas - his father was Mika°el and Sallas was his mother

This first line already bears a double meaning: the names do 
not only refer to his parents, but also to his relation to the spiritual 
sphere. He is the son of Archangel Michael (i.e. under his protection) 
and of the Trinity - God is always with him. The allusion to Mika°el 
has a specific connotation related to war: Mika’el greatly defeated a 
demon, he is therefore the perfect patron for a Christian warrior. His 
parents were in fact sum tàmben Marça Wâlda Mika°el15 and 
wayzaro Sollas, a quite famous women who is the subject of a num-

12 The translation is based on multiple approaches to it. I let several transla
tions made independently from each other by native speakers in order to 
compare them, especially where they differed. I am especially thankful to 
Mitiku Gebrehiwot and Yohannes Zerai for their translations. I checked the 
meaning of every word and name in Kane’s Amharic dictionary (1990) and 
the available historical sources, and in addition discussed the meaning of 
every word with oral informants, particularly Habtom Gebremedhin, Ge- 
bremikael Nguse and Mitiku Gebrehiwot. I had also the chance to discuss 
the meaning and background of the song with the Tagrayan historian Mu- 
luwork Kidanemariam, Maqala, to whom I likewise express my deepest 
thanks. Not every word could be identified with the help of Kane’s diction
ary, and even not with the local informants. In addition, the interpretation 
was often particularly difficult. Therefore I apologize for any mistake one 
might discover - the blame is to be put fully on me.
13 This title is an indication for Tagrayan/Tagranna influence in the song: 
Yohannas IV was called l?asay in Tagranna, but ase in Amharic.
14 This line also appears in the short song printed in Tâkla §adaq Makwariya 
1982 A.M. (1989/90 A.D.). See also: Takla Sadaq Makwariya 1947 A.M. 
(1954 A.D.):50: “babbatu : Mika3el : bannatu Sallas”.
15 On his genealogy see: Orłowska, EAE III, 932f.
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ber of oral traditions16. Already in a much earlier praise song for 
another emperor (seemingly ase Yashaq), the ruler was called a son 
of Mika°el, certainly bearing a similar connation, and son of 
Maryam17. In addition, as Tâkla Sadaq Makwariya rightly pointed out 
(ibid. 151), the name Mika°el is also an allusion to Yohannas IV’ 
descent from ras Sahul Mika°el from Tagray, who dominated Ethio
pian politics in the 18th century. In fact, already before his corona
tion, Kasa, the later Yohannas IV, was also called “ dagmaw i Mi
kael”, i.e. Mika°el II18, in reference to this ancestor, the first great 
Mika’el.

balay : ydtaqqaba : ba-Manfas : Qaddus : /19 
Protected by the Holy Sprit from Above [God]

This is an idea similar to that expressed by the formula “say- 
yuma 3gzicabher” (‘elect of God’), which is regularly part of the 
titulature of the king of kings. - These first two lines follow the tradi
tion of Amharic poetry: they end with the same letter, the letter ‘s’, 
which is also the last letter of the name of ase Yohannas. One can, 
therefore, read the first part of the poem as variations on the ruler’s 
name. Also the following lines repeat the end-‘s’ quite rhythmically. 

16 She was the sister of ras Ar’aya “cabi” (later ruler of Tagray), the niece of 
dàggiyat Subagadis and the grand-niece of ras Wâlda Sallase (the latter two 
early 19th century rulers of Tagray).
17 Littmann 1914: 21: “Maria sei dir Mutter, / Michael sei dir Vater, Scharen 
von Engeln dein Geleite!”
18 See on this epitheton Smidt 2009.
19 The idea of this line reappears in a way also in the much shorter song 
documented by Tâkla Sadaq Makwariya 1947 A.M. (1954 A.D.):50, but 
considerably changed: “Kàlay : yàwàrràdàw : kat say on : màqdàs”.
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saggaya2Q : tàqottdto : sigàsâgas : taqàbdlo : sàttàw : bamàttaw : / 
risas : ahido : sàttàw : lànàfas : |20 21
My handsome one got angry and responded him (the enemy) with 
guns22 brought by himself (i.e. the enemy’s gun captured by Yohan- 
nas), grinded him (like grain) and he threw him into the wind.

This passage clearly refers to enemies which are crushed by 
Yohannas, without mentioning the term “enemy” and without men
tioning even Yohannas - he is only mentioned as the “handsome 
one”. References to beauty are a very Ethiopian way to express ap
preciation. The enemy is compared with grain: the vocabulary of the 
peasantry is used, grain is grinded and after that thrown against the 
wind23 in order to separate the good grain from unusable rests. In this 
case the enemy is thrown into the wind, being useless.

20 It seems that this spelling is a mistake of the writer. It should rather be 
saggąye (from sàgga = the handsome one, in old Amharic). The writer 
might not have known the word and taken it for a name.
21 This third line corresponds to the forth line of the song documented by 
Takla Sadaq Makwariya 1947 A.M. (1954 A.D.):50: “wàqaw : dàbàdàbàw : 
sàttàw : lànàfas”.
22 risas (normally rasas) = bullets, can also be used for guns.
23 Also this motive is known from ancient praise songs for emperor
warriors, cf. Littmann 1914:33: the Christian leader Galawdewos fought 
greatly against the Muslim ruler over Ethiopia, “Graft”, who was thrown by 
the Emperor “into the wind”, “Er fing an mit Graft zu ringen: Wie Spreu 
warf er ihn in den Wind.”
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I asas24 : wàndu : bdtayt : si carra / 
s : Alolam25 : kazzaya : askaru : siçàrràs : balàw : talaw : silu : / 
màFaku : simaslu : |
While the man26 destroyed them with a bullet, Alula, his soldier, was 
saying: “hit him, crash him”. He looked like an Angel.

This phrase praises “the man” (wandu), a term which under
lines the masculinity of the one praised. It is not absolutely clear who 
this man is. Azmari singers often use praising phrases which sound 
nice with no clear connection to a defined person. The listener might 
conclude that again the main hero of the song Yohannas is meant, or 
the action of “the man” is at least compared to his deeds. It is up to 
the listener to decide. But the following passage reinforces the im
pression that it is Yohannas: The famous ras Alula is called “aśkaru” 
(‘his soldier’). Alula, who is usually depicted as one of the greatest 
warriors, appears here merely as someone who encourages the other 
to crush the enemy, so this other must be even greater than Alula. 
“MaTaku simaslu” (‘he looks like an angel’) is added for the rhym
ing, and underlines further the greatness of the hero. Not Alula is 
meant, but “the man”, who crushes the enemy, i.e. Yohannas. The 
term “angel” has not the connotations as it has in Europe, i.e. mainly 
the connation of a peace-bringer. In the contrary, angels are often 
depicted as great fighters against the evil, role-models for this mon
archy of Christian warriors. Mika3el fought a demon, Giyorgis killed 
the dragon - same as Yohannas destroyed his enemies in war. (This 
reminds again of the first line, where Yohannas indirectly appears as 
the son of archangel Mika°el). - A remark on the poetic style: The 

24 Unidentified word, perhaps my misreading: is it Agos? That would be the 
Amharic form of the Tagranna name Hagos (‘Luck’). In fact, Hagos was a 
name of a brother of ase Yohannas, who, however, died quite young and 
played only a very reduced role in history. (Interview with his descendant 
fitawrari Iyasu Asbaha, Maqâla, July 2004).
25 An unusual way of writing the name Alula; perhaps it is a further indica
tion that the writer of the text was a foreigner?
26 Perhaps “the man called Hagos”, if the interpretation in footnote 24 is 
correct.
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lines before, the end-‘s’ alliteration dominated; now it is the end-‘u’ - 
aśkaru :... : silu : mâFaku : simaslu...

I kazzayam21 : satwagga : nâbbâr : kà-Màtammam : satwa / 
gga : nâbbar : kattât : silu : tàbàtano : qârrâ : apcP : /
Then thereafter, she was fighting at Matamma, she was fighting, and 
after you gave the mobilization order27 28 29, he (the enemy) was scattered (in 
disarray).

This passage refers to the war of Yohannos against the 
Mahdiyya state, subsumed under the toponym Matamma (where the 
most important battle took place in 1889)30. It gives a very nice ex
ample for the use of feminine gender in the Ethiopian cultural con
text even if no female is meant: “She” was fighting means the en
emy, whose weakness against the greatness of the king is underlined 
by the attribution of the female gender. This has a long tradition. 
Even in today’s language female gender is used both in the context 
of close friendship as in a context where the “male-ness” of the other 
is disputed. When, for example, Eritrean rebel soldiers spoke of the 
army of the government in the 1980s, the female gender was em
ployed: “Masfari” = ‘They (female) came’, when they reported about 
the arrival of the army in their region. In the second line the gender 

27 The handwriting is again not very clear - one could misread this as 
“kazoyamo” (a non-existing word).
28 Again an unknown word - possibly an expression of admiration, or just 
used as a sound. It might also be read as “aga”, which would likewise not 
give any sense. Or is it an example for some remnants of the secret argot 
used by azmari while singing? Until today azmari introduce words in their 
songs which do not make any sense to the ordinary listener, in order to 
transmit some hidden messages to other azmaris (e.g. telling them to stop 
soon as not much more payment is expected any more). Even a non-azmari 
may remember and reproduce the song together with such words without 
understanding these particular elements, which are then just taken as sounds 
reinforcing the poesy and the rhythm of the song. Cf. on the secret language 
of the azmari'. Kawase, EAE II, 327f.
29 The term kattat means ‘call for war’ (cp. askattâta ‘to have troops mobi
lize’, see: Kane 1990:1431).
30 Cf. Smidt, III, 86f.
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surprisingly again changes into male (tabatano, ‘he was scattered’). 
This might be purely arbitrary, but it might also mean that now it is 
more appropriate to underline the masculinity of the enemy: First 
“she” is fighting (= fighting badly), then “he” was submitted (= the 
one submitted was, however, a man, so it was not an easy thing, 
which makes the submission greater). But he retreated already upon 
the mere message of general mobilization, without fighting - only out 
of fear of what would come!

Awas : tàsaggaraw : bisadda[da]waccaw31 : ambi : biyasdnawaććaw : / 
ambi : kàz : wàdoqu : andà :tanbi32 : : |
They crossed the Awaś, neither they were sent away by them, nor 
they were set free by them, and there they fell down like cadavers.

Yohannos’s army crossed the Awas according to this song (not 
in reality): This refers to Yohannos’s war against the cAfar (whose 
main river is the Awas); the toponym “Awaś” stands for troublemak
ers, which are submitted and thrown away like “cadavers” (useless 
things)33. The cAfar are repeatedly appearing in the tradition of Am
haric songs as a people submitted in fierce war by the Ethiopian rul
ers34; the mentioning of cAfar (here: symbolized by the river Awaś) 
has the function to underline that the ruler is a great warrior and 
hero. In the passage before, the song refers to the war of Mâtâmma, 
which is a general reference, not to the war of Matamma specifically, 
but to fighting against Muslims in general. Also the reference to 

31 Cf. Kane 1990:576f, sàddàda ‘send out’.
32 The form of this word follows a Tagranna paradigm, with the ending -i; in 
Amharic it is tanb (‘dead body’), while tanbi would be ‘ill-smelling thing’.
33 Again this motive is very similar to that appearing in a much more an
cient praise song, cf. Littmann 1914:33: Praising the victory of Gâlawdewos 
over the Muslim ruler of Ethiopia, “Gran”, the singer says that the Muslim 
governor Nasraddin was “thrown away like dirt”, “Nasraddin, von Maria 
verachtet, Kam prahlend daher. Den warf er fort wie einen Haufen Dreck”.
34 Cf. Littmannn 1914:23f.: the 14th-century ruler cAmda Sayon led a fierce 
war against the “Adal” (cAfar). His praise song dramatically decribes the 
death of his enemies in Adal: “Wie einer Hyane, die Gift gefressen, Fielen, 
als er in Adal erschien, [Den Feinden] die Eingeweide heraus. ”
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AwaS is certainly to be understood in this way: the Christian ruler 
fights against the Muslims in the west and in the east.

I Tagrem : tagâzza : bàwàre : /
Sawarn35 : tagâzza : bàwàre : G oj jam36 : tâgàzzà : bàwàre: 
Wàlqaytam : /
tagâzza: bàwàre : yàqàrrà : yàllàm : yalà : Mohammad : Anfàre : : / 
And To gray was submitted by hearing only [of Yohannos’s power], 
and Sâwa was submitted by hearing only, and Goggam was submit
ted by hearing only, and Wâlqayt was submitted by hearing only and 
there was no one left except Mahâmmad Hanfa4é37.

After having mentioned the Muslim enemies to the west 
(Mâtâmma) and to the east (AwaS), the song now comes to the core 
of Yohannos’s Christian territory. It is difficult to translate it exactly 
into English: “tagâzza bâware” means literally simply “submitted by 
hearsay”, which, however, does not make much sense in English. It 
means in fact that Yohannas did not need to make war to unify 
Ethiopia, but the great provinces submitted already after just hearing 
about his power, obeying him even without war38. Only the powerful 

35 This spelling is unusual. It is in fact the Tagrafifia pronounciation of the 
toponym Sâwa (in Tagrafifia it is Sawa). This is one of only very few indica
tions for a Tagrafifia influence in the whole text. It can therefore be that the 
writer was a Tagrayan or a foreigner influenced by the Tagrafifia pronoun
ciation which he heard in Aksum.
36 The suffix “-am” (‘and’) is missing here. It should be “Sawarn ... Gog- 
gâmam ... Wâlqaytam”. This can be a further indication with the writer’s 
problems with writing Amharic correctly, but it might also only be a simpli
fication by the singer in order to avoid the double ‘m’.
37 Sultan (amoyta) of the sultanate of Awsa, the most important of the 
largely independent cAfar sultanates, directly bordering at the Christian 
Ethiopian kingdom. Cf. Morin, EAE III, 647f.
38 This may be compared with ideas found in the much older praise songs 
translated and discussed by Littmann - here the might of emperors is regu
larly described through the terror they cause to their enemies, who prefer to 
submit out of fear instead of continuing war, or who are killed in great 
numbers: Littmann 1914:10: the emperor causes terror and fear;
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Muslim sultan of Awsa, Mahâmmad Hanfa4é (or “AnfMre”, the 
retroflex consonant 4 being usually reproduced as r in Amharic and 
Tagrafifia) did not submit to Christian Ethiopian rule. The peculiar 
role of the cAfar is mentioned expressively as Tagray was histori
cally closely linked to adjacent cAfar territories, mainly through salt 
trade. cAfar areas immediately east of Tagray (mainly Hndàrta) were 
included into the Tagrayan governorship; Yohannas submitted the 
cAfar settlement Śakat (in cAfar called Ab cAla), and even took his 
wife from there. He had therefore a special relationship to that re
gion. However, most of cAfar never submitted to him, and even 
Śakat never fully accepted his rule39. Note that Wâlqayt is mentioned 
separatedly from “Tagre” (Tagray). In fact, usually it was politically 
separated from the other Tagrayan provinces; but even other Tagra
yan provinces such as cAgamS or Tàmben or Hndàrta could be men
tioned separatedly from Tagray in other contexts, as Tagray proper 
only included Aksum with cAdwa40.

op.cit. p. 11: he blinds the rebels, and cuts their hands, op. cit. p. 12: the 
power of the emperor is told by Goggam (to others), op. cit. p. 15: the fish 
and even the sea are terrorized by him when he starts war, “Die Welt unter- 
warf er sich durch Macht, Nicht unterwarf er sie durch Liebe” (‘he submit
ted the world through his power, not through love’).
39 Information on the wife of Yohannas and her cAfar background was gath
ered by oral informants from the wider family of ase Yohannas, most nota
bly fitawrari Iyasu A$baha and dàggazmac Z&wde Gâbrâ-Sallase, and also 
from an cAfar researcher acquainted with the cAfar lineage of this wife in 
Ab cAla, Yasin Mohammed Yasin, whom I thank very warmly.
40 Oral information offitawrari Iyasu Açbaha, Màqâlâ, July 2004, a former 
governor of Hndarta.
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bàcarba : arat : waha : tàsaggarâw : nagus : Takla : Haymano / 
t : tàgwà[ttà?]tàw : hadu : la-Damot : |
King Takla Haymanot, after crossing forty-four rivers, fought [?]41 
but went back to Damot42.

This passage refers to king Takla Haymanot of Goggam, who 
tried to rule quite independantly from ase Yohannas, but was submit
ted by him43. The song evokes 44 rivers - which, in Ethiopian tradi
tion, is a number which means an uncountable or at least a great 
quantity. This alludes to the several years of skirmishes between 
1871 and 1874 during which Adal (the later nagus Takla Haymanot) 
fought against Yohannas and his followers.

41 Difficult to interpret; tâgwàtàw could be a spelling mistake for tagwat- 
tâtâw (‘he was pulling’), see: Kane 1990:1996; compare with tàgwàtàggwàtà 
(‘to be incited’), Kane 1990:1998.
42 The name of this ancient kingdom, situated south of Goggam, may have 
been used as a metaphor for a particularly remote region; in addition, it is 
known in tradition for a rebellious king, who fought against ase cAmda 
Sayon, Mote Lamrni (also known under the corrupted form Matalammi and 
similar = certainly mooti [‘king’] Lami); cf. his appearance as a powerful 
enemy in two praise songs for cAmda Sayon: Littmann 1914:26, 30.
43 Cf. Bahru Zewde 1991:44f. In the early 1870s Adal (the original name of 
the later nagus Takla Haymanot) fought a virtual guerilla war against Yo
hannas. The passage on the 44 rivers and the retreat to Damot might even 
be an allusion to the guerilla tactics. But this was ended in October 1874 
with the formal submission by Adal. In the coming years, he fought against 
rebellions in the name of Yohannas and finally was even crowned as nagus 
Takla Haymanot of Goggam by him in 1881.
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I Abba : Dannaw44 : Manalik45 : takàttà / 
lutt : band : saddqa : lay : asbalutt : | 
and Manalik “Abba Dannaw” followed him [King Takla Haymanot], 
but then ate together [with Yohannas] from one plate (sâdàqd).

This alludes to an important episode during the reign of ase 
Yohannas: the Sawan king Manilak conspired for a short time with 
the king of Goggam, Tâklâ Haymanot in 188846. But after a re
appreciation of his power, Manilak quickly sided again with Yohan
nas and reconciled with him, according to this song. The conclusion 
of peace is symbolized by eating together from one plate, i.e. a vir
tual communion, which creates a strong bond between the two ad
versaries.

44 This is the “horse name” of ase Manilak II. In that period, nobles were 
generally known under a horse name, which referred to their favorite horse; 
a horse name was a sort of “war name”. In this case the favorite horse of 
Manilak was called “Dannaw” (‘Administer Justice’), therefore Manilak 
was called “Abba Dannaw” (‘the father of Dannaw’). This horse name - as 
it was often the case with horse names - bears a double meaning: It did not 
only refer to the name of his horse, but it also referred to Manilak’s famous 
sense of justice, Manilak being the supreme judge (danna) not only by his 
post, but also by his great capacity as a judge. Cf. Bairu Tafla, EAE III, 
1130f.
45 This spelling is not the classical one, but not completely impossible; nor
mally it is Manilak.
46 Cf. Bahru Zewde 1991:45, 59. Manilak submitted to ase Yohannas only 
in 1878; he then gave up his usurped title of nagusa nâgàs't and was con
firmed nagus of Sawa in the Lacce Agreement. In 1882 he fought against 
nagus Takla Haymanot of Goggam, who competed with him over the (fu
ture) control of the Oromo kingdoms and Kâfa in the south. It was much 
later, that both conspired together against Yohannas, followed by a devas
tating punitive campaign against Goggam. History is not so clear about a 
reconciliation with Yohannas, as this song claims. In reality, Manilak pre
pared for a possible attack by Yohannas against Sawa. Instead, Yohannas 
turned against the Mahdiyya and lost his life in the battle of Matamma in 
March 1889, which in fact opened the way to the throne for Manilak.
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I naçç : kàbahar : wàttato : / 
asgàbdrutt : kà-Tagre : Màràb : Alage*1 : asçânutt47 48 : : | 
and a white [man] came out of the sea, he [ase Yohannas] caught 
him [the white enemy] (made him respectful) and forced him to 
go away from Tagray, Mârab and Alage;

The toponym Marab refers to the Mârab river, but certainly in
cludes also the notion of Marâb Mallas, i.e. the province ‘beyond the 
Mârab’ (today’s Eritrean highlands). In November 1875 the Egyp
tians lost the important battle of Gundât49 in the Mârab valley against 
the armies of ase Yohannas, after having moved towards Tagray, 
occupying all the Mârab Melias starting from October 1875. The fact 
that the singer also evokes Alage is quite interesting, as it is an 
anachronism. It was only about two decades later that the Italian 
armies went deep into Tagray, reaching even up to Alage, but were 
forced to retreat by Manilak (preceding the famous battle of cAdwa 
of 1896). The term “Alage” stands here symbolically for the incur
sion of the Italians - whites, like the Egyptians - into the territory of 
ase Yohannas. But instead of talking of the battle of Dogcali of 1887, 
when ras Alula destroyed an Italian force, the singer prefers to men
tion a toponym better known to his audience of 1906. This is also, 
one might note here, a clever act of political propaganda: the great 
battles won by Manilak against the Italians are overshadowed by the 
battles fought by his predecessor Yohannas. A battle fought by Ma
nilak is attributed to Yohannas, Manilak becomes nothing more than 
a secondary epigone. This attribution must have worked, as the 
Tagrayan audience of 1906 certainly remembered that it was really 

47 This toponym is the third indication for a Tagranna influence. In Amharic 
historiography that mountain is generally known as Amba Alage. The local 
south-Tagrayans, however, call this mountain Hmba Alage (short form 
Hmbalage or simply Alage); in modern Tagranna it is mainly known as 
Amba Alage, but still the locals of that area stick to the original name Hm- 
balage, Hmba being the Tagranna form for Amharic Amba.
48 See: Kane 1990:2227-28, çanà ‘to load’, ‘to oppress’, ‘to prepare for 
trip’.
49 Cf. Ofcansky, EAE II, 92If.
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first ase Yohannos who fought against the Italians. The exact 
toponym does not matter in this context...

I wandayaw : / 
gobaz : fana50 :harr : sirazzam : Gondar : yasaggaral : | 
and the strong man enlonged the silk (his hair) which helped him 
to go as far as Gondar (or: his hair reached up to Gondar).

This enigmatic passage is difficult to understand and extremely 
interesting. The word harr generally means silk, but may in spoken 
language also metaphorically be used for hair51. In this case it is a 
question of interpretation which one of the two alternatives is pre
ferred. In fact, both possibilities could only be understood meta
phorically. If one looks at the context of the song, in which the 
beauty and the manliness of the king are praised, one may rather 
think that the first meaning intended is “hair”: The long, powerful, 
wild hair of the king is so long that it reaches up to Gondar! In the 
same time, “silk” is linked with power. It was only up to the rulers to 
give silk clothes to their greatest followers, so the idea of silk reach
ing up to Gondar can also be interpreted - the power of the ruler 
reaches so far, that in all the regions he can give his silk to his fol
lowers. This means, their richness and their honor comes only from 
him! We can conclude that both possible meanings fit and therefore 
are certainly both intended. The cultural connotations of long hair in 
Ethiopia need to be inquired: one may think of the biblical story of 
Samson, whose physical strength was linked with his long hair. Eth
nological research in Togray, however, suggests that hair is not di
rectly linked with physical strength in tradition52. The connection 

50 Difficult to understand; in Tgn.yôwa means ‘morning sunshine’, with the 
connotation of something very beautiful - which does not fit here. In Amh. 
this word does not seem to exist. One should therefore think a spelling mis
take for fanno (‘pioneer’, ‘freebooter’, ‘strong man in his prime’, see: Kane 
1990:2316).
51 I thank Mitiku Gebrehiwot, Gebremichael Nguse and Habtom Gebre
medhin for this information.
52 Long hair appears also in local traditions of other Ethiopian regions. 
Among Gurage, long hair may signify higher rank (according to unpub
lished ethnographic fieldnotes of Dirk Bustorf, whom I thank warmly for
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between power and hair rather seems to be the following: It is well- 
known from Ethiopia that safta (‘outlaws’) let their hair grow, which 
is an expression of their status as rebels or bandits, who do not ac
cept the ruling law (or the rulership) any more, they are outside or 
beyond the law. The growing of hair symbolizes that rules of the 
society are not valid any more for them, hair being strictly linked 
with obeyance to the society’s rules (in Ethiopia it is generally ex
pected that one cuts his hair short). If the long hair of the ruler is 
praised in this song, it means that he is beyond society, beyond the 
law; his power goes beyond it, he is in fact a warrior who cannot be 
checked by anyone, even not by law! Again we can observe here the 
Ethiopian technique of sàmanna wârq: The primary meaning is silk, 
which underlines his kinglieness, his grace and richness. The secon
dary, more hidden, meaning is: he is a great warrior, wild as a safta, 
different from ordinary people.

this information). Cf. also: Munro-Hay / Frederick Grierson 2001:319, 
where the name of a famous Himyarite king is linked with long hair: “Der 
Name ‘Dhu Nuwas’ scheint ‘der Herr der Locke’ oder etwas Ahnliches zu 
bedeuten, und auf den Miinzen und Statuen werden die himjaritischen Ko- 
nige mit langen, in Locken Uber die Schultern herabfallendem Haar darge- 
stellt”.
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I bagàharada53 54 : góra / 
msa : azmari : sifàkkar : ane : zam : alhu : andàlçàwàt™ : : / 
and while the youthful55 azmari (singer) kept boasting, I kept quiet 
instead of chatting.

This last line contains a nice, almost ironic play with ideas. 
The song becomes itself the object of the song - the singer expresses 
admiration by keeping quiet, which means admiration both for Yo- 
hannos IV and for the song itself (expecting praise for himself!). The 
admiration is expressed by an impressed silence - very well placed at 
the end of the song, after which indeed silence will follow. The one 
who keeps silent is the “speaker of the story”, who is not the singer 
himself: a complicated construction which allows that the singer 
does not directly praise himself. The whole song is perceived here as 
retelling of an older narrative of the great deeds of the king, told by 
an azmari to the audience, and now retold (by a member of that au
dience) who repeats what the azmari was telling the people. The 
deeds of the king are so great that the only possible reaction is si
lence: in fact, when people talk about something very important, it is 
expected that everyone keeps silent. Silence is submission. In the 
same way as the ruler submits all the provinces of Ethiopia because 
they simply hear from his power, also the storyteller is so impressed 
by his power, that he cannot but fall into silence and just listen to the 
azmari.

53 This word is unidentifiable. One may guess that it is a misreading of the 
original text: it seems probable that the song has first been noted down on 
an extra paper, and then copied by the writer of this text into the register of 
songs. While copying, an unclear word may be jotted down with a wrong 
spelling. One could for example guess that it is ba[l]J?ard (the original [1] 
being misread by the writer as ga), which would give a sense to the first two 
particles: “by/in one ...”, but still fyard would not make sense; if it belongs 
to the preceding passage, it may mean “to reach Gondàr by one ... [shoot? 
throw of a stone?]”. Or is it to be read as bà-Gàhardà (‘in Gaharda’), 
Gaharda being a place name? It would then be the place, at which the 
azmari of this song was singing about the king’s deeds to his audience.
54 “instead of playing (chatting)”.
55 Translation of the word “goramsa”, i.e. a young man of about 20 years or 
a bit younger, who is in the age of boasting and great activity.
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4. Conclusion
This praise song is rich of allusions and passages bearing a 

double meaning, in some cases using the technique of sàmanna warq 
(‘wax and gold’). First of all, it is not unimportant, on which occa
sion this song has been recorded: in Tagray in 1906, i.e. during the 
height of Manilak’s power, by a foreign expedition (of whites) in
vited by Manilak himself. In this context, this song delivers a mes
sage not only on the former emperor Yohannas IV, but also on Ma- 
nilak himself, and possibly even for the white guests. This song 
praises Yohannas IV as the one whom even Manilak had to follow, 
after a futile rebellion. It is therefore part of a political discourse of 
legitimacy, within which Tagrayans still insist on the prevalence of 
Yohannas over Manilak, i.e. meaning here: Tagrayan autonomy ver
sus the claim of Manilak to control all of Ethiopia. This idea is rein
forced by the praise of the song of major battles fought by Yohannas 
IV: the battle of the Marab (i.e. the battle of Gundat) of 1875 stands 
for Yohannas’s victory over imperialist (white) intruders. This makes 
him as great as Manilak - or even greater - who managed to push 
back the Italian invaders at the famous battle of Adwa of 1896. Also 
the appearance of Alage reinforces this claim: Alage was known for 
the advance of Italians in the time of Manilak; now it is anachronisti- 
cally linked with Yohannas (in fact, meaning his clash with the Ital
ians at Dogcali in 1887). The song seems to stand for a claim, that the 
fame and honor to be the defender of Ethiopian independence there
fore equally goes to Yohannas. This reading makes the song highly 
political and an expression of Tagrayan pride, in the framework of a 
not fully recognized claim of Manilak to govern over all of Ethiopia, 
including Tagray. Oral tradition in Tagray is full of stories on reser
vations against fully recognizing Manilak’s power. In addition, the 
fact that the song explicitly mentions the defeat of the “white(s)” 
may even be meant as an indirect warning message to the expedition 
itself, which was certainly also perceived as a political one by the 
local population: “Never any foreign intruder will have any chance 
in Tagray!” This text is certainly also a good example for political 
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propaganda of the 19th century, when the fame and power of rulers 
was strengthened by praise songs: Even the backlashes of Yohannas, 
such as his fatal battle against the Mahdiyya in 1889 (Matamma) and 
the rebellion of Taklâ Haymanot and Manilak in 1888, are turned to 
events demonstrating his power in this song.

It stays unclear who exactly wrote down the text. But even if 
the text is typically Amharic, there are indications of Tagranna influ
ence (the words hasày, Sawa and Alage appear in their Tagranna 
forms), which might mean that the writer was someone living in 
Tagray. In addition, it is a bit surprising to read the form “Moham
mad”, which is unusual in the Ethiopian context, but similar to the 
forms used in German. An indication for a German influence on the 
writer? Both facts together increase the probability that the translator 
Wilhelm Schimper junior, alias Hngdasat, from cAdwa, was involved 
in the documentation of the text. The singer himself might probably 
have used a purer Amharic (Tagre is not replaced by Tagray, which 
would change the rhythm, therefore should belong to the original 
text); it is not excluded that the unidentified words in the text are 
remnants of exclamations of the singer, and possibly even of secret 
words from the azmaris ’ jargon.

The main function of persons, places and territories named is 
to enhance the impression of Yohannas’s power. His parents are 
mentioned in a way, that one can understand their names as names of 
an archangel and the Trinity, which means that the highest and most 
holy powers of the world are with him; the other persons mentioned 
are the warrior Alula, his greatest follower, the two governors Taklâ 
Haymanot and Manilak, who both submitted to him, and the cAfar 
ruler Mahammad Hanfacje, who was the only one to resist. The terri
tories and places mentioned are either the princedoms which he 
submitted (Tagray, Sawa, Goggam/Damot, Walqayt, Gondar) or 
against whom he went into war (cAfar/Awas), and places where he 
fought battles (Matâmma, Mârâb, Alage) - which symbolize his three 
great external adversaries, the Mahdiyya, the Egyptians, and the 
Italians. They show, therefore, the framework for his internal and 
external wars. In addition, the personal names, topo- and ethnonyms 
demonstrate the crucial function of religion in Yohannas’s wars: 
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saints and God Himself are helping him in his wars; Muslims are 
crushed by Christians, or the Muslims’ territories at least devastated 
by war. Here, Christian religion is a religion of warriors: as the Arch
angel Michael, the king crushes the evil. The language shows a 
strong connection with the sphere of the peasantry (which becomes 
especially clear in the short version of the song known from the 
1940s, see footnote 4); the killing of the enemies is like harvesting 
crop, the emperor is therefore for his state what the peasant is for his 
land. The song also allows us to get a sort of snap-shot of the self
image of 19th century Ethiopia, when the southward expansion had 
not yet been integrated into the Ethiopian identity: the Ethiopian 
kingdom is defined by the territories of Tagray, Sawa, Gog- 
gam/Damot, Walqayt and Gondâr; the cAfar already are outside the 
borders of Ethiopia proper, Yohannas only makes war on them (in 
fact, their main sultanate was that of Awsa, which was successively 
integrated into the realm of Manilak only between 1896 and 1909). 
Also on another level we get a very expressive snap-shot of historical 
Ethiopia - by the cultural and political topoi appearing in the song. A 
basic principle of rulership are fear and war. Power is admired. A 
number of expressions refer to the beauty of Yohannos, to him being 
a “man”, and being wild - all these ideas again are directly linked 
with war, power and strength: he is a hero! This martiality is linked, 
however, with ideas of inner harmony and the victory of the ruler 
blessed by God, i.e. of Christianity: the main provinces of Ethiopia 
submit already without going to war; those governors who rebel are 
submitted again, peace is concluded by eating together from one 
plate, which has its parallel in the religious communion56. War is 
therefore linked with the eradication of evil.

56 In fact, Togray tradition often regards the act of eating together as an act 
which assures friendship, or better: an alliance, which is difficult to break, 
as it creates personal and religious bonds, and in this sense is a parallel to 
the ritual of communion in the church; only people belonging to one relig
ion can traditionally eat together, religiously pure food being a fundamental 
element in daily religious practice - conversion is inaugurated by eating 
together, and similarly peace is concluded by eating together.
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